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SDMyers Announces Electric Power IQ to join PowerPro 360 

TALLMADGE, OHIO, March 8, 2023 – SDMyers announces that Electric Power IQ will join their sister 
company, PowerPro 360.  As a fellow Good Place Holdings organization, PowerPro 360 is focused on 
helping organizations achieve 360 degrees of reliability for their electric power distribution system. Led by 
Chuck Baker as President of PowerPro 360, their core reliability-centered maintenance services include 
asset management, consulting, networking, and now training.  

Electric Power IQ has long been the training service of SDMyers, and they will now operate as part of 
PowerPro 360. SDMyers is excited about this move. After reviewing the organizational goals for each 
organization, it was clear that the training service aligned perfectly with their direction and focus. “Electric 
Power IQ will become a core service of PowerPro 360, and because of our relationship with PowerPro 
360, this collaborative move not only made sense but will serve customers in new and better ways for 
years to come,” said Jon Bucciarelli, President of SDMyers. 

PowerPro 360  will serve customers with asset management consulting, training, and an industry forum 
platform. Electric Power Training (formally Electric Power IQ from SDMyers) will be a complete offering of 
training courses for electric power and reliability professionals. The industry forum will help serve leaders 
who need better access to industry resources and tools to help manage their teams and systems.  

SDMyers is the pioneer of transformer maintenance training. The first training started in 1975 under the 
Transformer Maintenance Institute name, with the first maintenance guide being published in 1981. Over 
the next four and a half decades, they trained more than 32,000 professionals and currently provide more 
than 150 course offerings through a custom online learning management system.  

Stanley D. Myers founded the training organization with the vision to help educate transformer owners on 
the importance of transformer maintenance so that they could experience the maximum reliable life of 
their equipment. The heart of that vision will continue through PowerPro 360. 

About SDMyers  
SDMyers is an industry leader in transformer reliability. As an advocate for reliable low-cost electrical 
systems, they have created industry-recognized best practices for transformer oil testing, diagnostics, 
maintenance, and monitoring. They are committed to customers’ electric power system reliability and 
maintenance needs, and back it up with 58 years of experience and excellence. Their knowledge of 
transformer health—coupled with the implementation of the right tools—helps SDMyers turn transformer 
data into knowledge, and knowledge into wisdom. SDMyers is a Good Place Holdings organization 
headquartered in Tallmadge, Ohio. 
 
About PowerPro 360 
PowerPro 360 launched in 2020 as a Good Place Holdings organization. They provide asset management, 
training, and professional networking opportunities to help organizations achieve a reliability-centered 
maintenance program. They help businesses plan, prioritize, trend, and consider the criticality and health of 
their maintenance programs and electric power equipment assets. PowerPro 360 offices and on-site 
training location are in Tallmadge, Ohio.  
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